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INTRODUCTION

This narrative establishes design criteria for the AV systems for the Wayne State University Gateway Theater Complex Valade Jazz Center. Systems criteria are addressed for the performance and support spaces, including the audience chamber, lobby, and backstage support spaces.

GRETCHE VALADE JAZZ CENTER

Jazz Center Audience Chamber

Audio: The audio system is designed to meet the expectations of professional jazz ensembles and therefore must meet a higher standard and also be rider-friendly to support guest artists properly.

Main loudspeakers are on the left and right sides, toward the front edge of the stage to provide the majority of sound to the audience. Each location may be a point source loudspeaker or small line array, where all cabinets are of the same type from the same manufacturer to facilitate creating a balanced audio image. Meyer Sound products are a standard in the jazz world in particular and are likely the best choice for this venue.

Left and right subwoofers incorporated in the arrays extend low-frequency content for full range audio reinforcement. Small loudspeakers along the stage edge provide imaging and intelligibility in the first few rows of seating and ensure uniform coverage at the margins of the coverage of the main loudspeakers. Depending on architectural constraints, these may be permanent or portable.

Connections for monitor loudspeakers are provided around the stage. These monitors, along with in-ear personal monitors provide fold-back to the performers so they can better hear themselves and others, which is critical to good performances.

Connections for microphones and other input devices are provided around the house and stage. Connections for digital stage boxes will also be provided around the stage.

The house mix position hosts live mixing and playback equipment, including:

- Recording and playback is on a CD/SD card recorder as well as to multitrack capable computer recording systems, and as feeds to the existing recording studio.
- Patch-bays used to interconnect the various input and output locations around the theater to the mix position, the video recording booth, and to other main system racks.

An assistive listening system will be provided to meet ADA compliance. Coverage will also be available in the lobby.

Video: Video systems include archival recording, live streaming capability, and professional broadcast infrastructure.

A permanent high-resolution camera with remote pan/tilt/zoom (“PTZ”) capability, on centerline, is provided to give a static full stage feed. Infrastructure will be provided for other PTZ and handheld cameras to be used from various locations and angles to be used for streaming, recording for archival purposes or post production editing. A lower-resolution camera capable of infrared imaging is also provided to allow monitoring of the stage in low light.
Connections for portable video (for temporary displays and camera locations) are provided around the stage and around the seating areas. Typical cameras used are from Panasonic, Hitachi, or Sony.

**Jazz Center Rack Room**
The rack room will be an enclosed, conditioned space that houses:

Digital signal processors ("DSP") used to time align, “tune” and control the main loudspeaker systems. These devices are selected for compatibility with the primary mix console and loudspeakers, and include products from BSS, Meyer, and QSC. Control and processing for the auxiliary systems, which includes the ADA-compliant listening assistance from Listen Tech or Sennheiser, 2-4 channel production intercom from Clear-Com, and backstage and lobby program and paging systems (see also below) is achieved using the same DSP system.

Analog microphone connections are routed to the stage and mix racks, as appropriate, and are connected to digital stage boxes for the mixing console, via patch bays. A system of line level tie lines are provided between the termination panels and the stage and mix racks, as well as between the racks. This cabling specified is AES digital compatible so that digital and analog signals may be patched from point to point or connected to the digital sound console stage boxes, as needed. Connections will also be available.

The video distribution and patching systems are network based video transport. Digital audio and video networks as well as other network based systems are supported through a system of patchable Category 6A and fiber cabling. This also provides for future technologies to be incorporated into systems.

The rack room also houses the amplifiers for the page and program system for Lobby, public, and support spaces. Typical amplifiers are from QSC, Powersoft, or Yamaha.

**Jazz Center Loose Equipment**
Microphones, DI boxes, cables, stands, in-ear personal monitors and monitor wedges appropriate to the program are provided. Typical manufacturers include microphones by Neumann, Shure, Sennheiser, Beyer, AKG, and Audio-Technica; stands by Atlas; cables and snakes by Whirlwind; and monitor loudspeakers by Meyer Sound, or other similar manufacturers.

**LOBBY**

**Lobby Systems**
Lobby audio and video devices provide audio and video show program and house manager paging:

Distributed audio is provided for uniform coverage of the lobby and adjoining public spaces. Due to the height of the lobby ceiling, most loudspeakers will be wall-mounted around the perimeter. The house manager can page the lobby for pre-show announcements, and can play a chime tone to indicate pre-show and intermission warnings.

Lobby video displays are set up to carry show video for latecomers. These same displays may be used for digital signage functions when not used to display show program.
BACKSTAGE

Backstage Systems
Backstage audio and video devices provide show program and stage manager paging. Distributed audio is provided for uniform coverage of all backstage spaces used actively by cast and crew.

Backstage video displays carry show video for monitoring in select locations. Unlike the lobby, backstage video does not usually include digital signage.

SHARED COMMON EQUIPMENT

All audio and video systems are powered by a separate Audio & Video Technical Power System (AVTP) to ensure noise-free operation. The AVTP system runs on a dedicated transformer and all associated outlets utilize dedicated isolated ground wires and hospital-grade outlets. The AVTP system is used only for audio and video equipment. The AVTP system includes 3-phase temporary power connections (company switches) onstage for connecting temporary or supplementary rental equipment.

ELECTRONIC ACOUSTIC ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM (ADD/ALT)

Now that we have decided on a modest physical renovation of the Hilberry using the existing floor, stage, catwalks, and ceiling, we strongly believe an electronic enhancement system would be vital to creating the outstanding acoustics that the Valade Jazz Hall deserves. These systems are mature, sophisticated, reliable, and quite common in existing halls. We recommend systems by Meyer and E-Acoustics as the basis of design. As a rough order of magnitude cost range, based on final room design and selected manufacturer, we estimate this system to cost between $350K and $675K. Provided in this narrative as an add/alt, this number is separate from the total AV systems estimate.

By using these systems we can

1. Eliminate all but the upstage acoustic drapes that were on the walls and in the catwalks
2. Eliminate all the infrastructure, support systems, pockets and other materials for the drapes
3. Allow less massive walls (2 layers GWB vs 3) and less massive diffusive materials (hollow not solid)
4. Eliminate the overhead acoustic reflectors above the stage and their support systems (dead hung)
## AUDIO/VIDEO SYSTEMS STATEMENT OF PROBABLE COST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gretchen Valade Jazz Center</td>
<td>$410K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lobby</td>
<td>$15K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Backstage</td>
<td>$25K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Total -- Estimate for AV Contractor</strong></td>
<td><strong>$450K 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Electronic Acoustics Enhancement System (Add/Alt)</td>
<td>$350K – 675K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: The AV subcontract budget estimates:
- are +/- 20% accurate, and are based on the design as presented in the Design Development documentation, and on past projects of a similar nature.
- are for fully integrated, installed, tested and commissioned systems provided by a professional AV Integrator.
- are for normal work conditions in construction in the greater Detroit area and are subject to market conditions. They do not include technical power and cable raceways, taxes, bonding, mark-ups, contingencies, inflation, or allowance for unusual contractual requirements included in the specification General Conditions.
ADDENDUM LIST

WSU GATEWAY THEATER – VALADE CENTER

1. Existing Accessible rest room off the Valade Lobby (Room 1101 on A1.1A).
   a. New toilet, sink, grab bars, toilet accessories, mirror
   b. Wall tile 6'-0" up on wet wall
   c. New paint
   d. New light fixture in ceiling and over mirror.

2. BOH spaces Updates (A1.1A)
   a. Flip storage room and piano storage / AV rack room.
      i. Update Storage room to Green Room (Room 1116)
   b. Update Green Room to Dressing Room (Room 1121)
      i. Turn Green Room closet into Janitor’s closet (Room 1121.1)
   c. Add restroom (Room 1127) to Green Room by demoing existing closets and janitor’s closet.
   d. Update laundry room to storage room (Room 1129).
      i. Remove washer, dryer and refrigerator.

3. Donor Lounge (Room 2100 on A1.2A).
   a. New carpet
   b. Wall, base, trim to receive new paint
   c. Scrape and paint existing windows and trim.
   d. ACT ceiling pads to be replaced with new pads and the existing ACT grid to receive new paint.

4. New offices in Organ Loft (Rooms 1126 and 1127 on A1.2A)
   a. Provide 2 @ 10’ x 12’ New offices
   b. Metal stud and gyp board wall construction for 9’ high walls
   c. 2x2 ACT ceiling at 8’-6”
   d. Painted walls and carpet flooring finishes
   e. Stage monitor to be provided in one office
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